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because Berchtold feared that even the Berlin Foreign Office
would disapprove the extreme and intransigent tone of the
Note, and might, at the last moment, stretch out a restrain-
ing hand. Berlin, as he had akeady alleged to the Council
on July 19, was becoming ''nervous/* and he could "not be
responsible for undesirable incidents if they should post-
pone the matter longer." Therefore Berlin must not know
the text of the Note until it was too late to do anything.
Berlin must accept the fait accompli that a very severe ulti-
matum had been dispatched, and that it was practically too
late to recall or modify it.115
austria's disregard of german advice
In this connection, and in view of Germany's repeated
statements later that she did not have foreknowledge of
the Austrian ultimatum, it is important to observe the
change in Berchtold's treatment of Germany before and
after July 14, the day on which he finally secured Tisza's
consent to a severe ultimatum. Before this date Berchtold
had kept Germany quite fully informed of the plans which
were developing to deliver a stiff ultimatum to Serbia, and
some of the probable terms to be included in it had been
indicated to Berlin. He had intimated that they would be
so exacting that Serbia could hardly accept them, and that
Merey to Berchtold, July 27 (Gooss, p. 114): "I have
the feeling that the German Cabinet » . . is aiming and hoping in various
ways, for example at Rome and Bucharest, to work against our military
conflict with Serbia. In this way sufficient diplomatic and political bar*
riers will be erected on all sides, by friend and foe, to prevent our
fighting, in the period between the delivery of the Note and the outbreak
of hostilities on all sides. Should Germany succeed in this, Serbia would
finally be compelled to yield in the main, but as a matter of form would
be spared to a certain extent in its dignity as^a state. This in the end
would be the outcome which Your Excellency has regarded as such a
horrible contingency, and which in fact would be a situation far worse
for us than that which preceded it. But Germany would again reap in.
Vienna a cheap and undeserved jubilation for having; again stood by
us *in shining armor.' M

